Deep Color Press Release April 25, 2013
Nautilus Dive Tech has recently added a new charter vessel, Deep Color, to our team in Cabo San Lucas,
Mexico. This new addition is a 30 foot Osprey Pilot House. This deep V, off shore capable vessel provides the
NDT team an exceptional option to offer the next level of service to VIP clients.
The boat is prepared to handle six passengers and up to three staff. Deep Color is equipped with twin diesel
Volvo Pentas that provide plenty of ponies to get us up and running. It exceeds the power and range of any
other day charter dive boat in Southern Baja. Whether she is chartered to one of your favorite local dive sites
or to one of several exciting offshore sea mounts, the usual dreaded boat ride is transformed into an
experience made with style and comfort.
The addition of Deep Color to NDT provides an exciting option for families and small groups. The intimate and
relaxed environment provides for a personalized, comfortable voyage while the experienced and well trained
crew ensure a safe and enjoyable charter unmatched by any of our competitors.
Start the adventure with fresh coffee and pastries awaiting you in the morning. Tasty snacks and beverages
are made available throughout the day, and particular excursions also include lunch or dinner. The vessel is
equipped with refrigerator, ice chests, stove top, BBQ, and a generator to power it all.
Once back on board guests are able to enjoy a heated fresh water shower on the rear deck. After the shower
clients can spend time on the outside deck enjoying a beverage or lying out on the bow of the vessel to catch
some Baja sun. For those that prefer to get out of the sun, we welcome them into the oversized salon or
below deck lounge. The on-board air conditioning and heating enhance the comfort.
Deep Color is equipped with a complete electronics system including auto pilot, radar, sonar (depth and
bottom contour), two redundant GPS systems and two redundant VHF radios, both properly configured for
DSC operations which allows us to utilize our Nautilus Lifeline GPS radio correctly and efficiently. The NDT staff
has made sure that she has the tools necessary to explore new and exciting dive sites and travel off shore with
confidence. Of course, she has all the required safety equipment including emergency oxygen and complete,
up-to-date first aid and EMT kits.
The 360 degree views offered from the salon are a whale watchers delight. The on-board entertainment
includes an ipod audio system with speaker zones inside and out, a flat screen TV with DVD and the Captain’s
jokes. The boat is also equipped with two kayaks. This addition offers our non-diving clients one more amenity
to make the most of their personalized excursion.
Come enjoy Baja’s aquarium with us at NDT. Whether it is a gentle day cruise, a snorkel at a local beach, a
visit to the underwater world, or to watch the sun go down over the Pacific, the Nautilus Dive Tech team is
willing and able to assist you making those memories.
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